
 

7-Way Blade to 6-Way round Center Auxiliary Pin Adapter
CT8004 adapters allow for quick conversion of different trailer wiring connectors. This particular adapter is designed to convert
a 7-way blade connector to 6-pin trailer connector with auxiliary on the center pin. It's the fastest and easiest way to make
electrical connections when pulling a trailer that has a different wiring configuration than the vehicle. The rugged construction
will offer years of trouble-free service and the compact design allows for convenient storage when not in being used to pull a
trailer.

 

Product information
Model: CT8004

Type: Adapter

Shape: Round

Production process: Injection molding

Features:  Waterproof

Contact material: Copper

Insulator material: Engineering plastic

Material: Plastic

Number of cores: 7

Number of stitches: 6

Voltage output: 12V

Main function: Connecting truck and power supply, suitable for trailer signal
display

Applications: Commercial vehicles / trailers / RVs / trucks / trucks /
semi-trailers /Car/ship/caravan/yacht, etc.

 

FAQ

Q1. What is your terms of packing?

A: Generally, we pack our goods in neutral cartons. If you have legally registered patent,

we can pack the goods in your branded boxes after getting your authorization letters.

Q2. What is your terms of payment?

A: T/T 30% as deposit, and 70% before delivery. We'll show you the photos of the products and packages before you pay the
balance.

Q3. What is your terms of delivery?

A: EXW, FOB, CFR, CIF, DDU.

Q4. How about your delivery time?

A: Generally, it will take 7-15 days after receiving your advance payment. The specific delivery time depends on the items and
the quantity of your order.
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Q5. Can you produce according to the samples?

A: Yes, we can produce by your samples or technical drawings. We can build the molds and fixtures.

Q6. What is your sample policy?

A: We can supply the sample if we have ready parts in stock, but the customers have to pay the sample cost and the courier
cost.

Q7. Do you test all your goods before delivery?

A: Yes, we have 100% test before delivery

Q8: How do you make our business long-term and good relationship?

A: We keep good quality and competitive price to ensure our customers benefit; We respect every customer as our friend and

we sincerely do business and make friends with them, no matter where they come from.

Product link：https://www.gct-partszone.com/?p=1395
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